DESCRIPTION

This collection consists of railroad records associated with the Tucson Division of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company. The records consist of a dispatcher’s ledger, two voucher books, a personnel time log, and a special transport seal register ledger. The personnel time ledger contains last names of 5-6 individuals and has the only references to Herbert McQueen as a special agent investigating possible employee excessive time notations for 1956. The dispatcher log contains the names of the railroad conductor, engineer, and the dispatcher. In addition there is also a map in folder 1 of box 2 depicting the Tucson Division of the Southern Pacific.

2 Boxes, 1.25 linear ft.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Herbert McQueen in 1986.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Dave Tackenberg in August 2010.
Box and Folder Listing

Box 1

Folder 1  Railroad Time Log  1955 – 1958
f.2    Ledger of Seal Records for Special Protection Cars  1951 – 1954
f.3    Expense Voucher Books  1930 – 1931

Box 2

Ledger of Dispatcher Train Log Sheets  1906